SCHOOL RULES

WE ALL HAVE THE RIGHT TO BE SAFE

✓ Cooperate with staff
✓ Be safe
✓ Use polite language
✓ Be in the right place
✓ Look after our things
✓ Be friendly and fair

When we keep the rules we might...

♦ Be encouraged, praised, get stamps or stickers
♦ Make good friends
♦ Be happier with ourselves and others
♦ Choose activities in the classroom
♦ Have special responsibilities
♦ Be a welcome visitor to other rooms
♦ Earn 'Fowler Road money' to trade
♦ Participate in Community Activities
♦ Get Awards Cards at Assembly
♦ Get a Special Award sticker
♦ Choose from the prize box after 5 Special Awards
♦ Have a 'Keeping Safe' letter sent home

If we do not keep the rules we might...

• Be shown the things we need to do to be safe
• Talk about why being safe is important
• Be reminded about times we were safe and how we did this
• Take time away and make a plan to get back on a safe track
• Not earn the 'positives' if we are unsafe
• Lose special responsibilities if we are unsafe
• Not participate in community activities if we are unsafe
• Find ways to try to fix things
• Have a note sent home so that others can help us try to keep safe
• Be warned about suspension
• Be suspended if we use physical violence
• Be suspended and the police called if we have illegal drugs or knives or weapons at school